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Abstract—Digital human models (DHM) offer a great possi-
bility of design evaluation for products humans interact with.
One field to apply DMH’s is the dynamic analysis of human-
machine interaction. Thereby, the dynamics of the human
body can significantly influence the entire system behavior and
thus it is important to consider during the design process.
For the modeling language Modelica no simulation library for
this application is available, so far. The language is especially
suitable for the simulation across different domains, which
makes a DHM in Modelica useful. In this paper a DHM
predicting the dynamic behavior of the human body during
human-machine interaction is implemented in Modelica. It
consists of a multi-body skeleton model, an inverse kinematics
algorithm for the limbs and a controller for the skeleton
joints inspired by human motor control. The capability of the
proposed simulation approach to take the relevant dynamical
properties of the human body and motor control into account is
demonstrated in a use-case simulation. As use-case the aircraft-
pilot coupling during a strong gust acting on a sports aircraft
is investigated.

Index Terms—digital human model, dynamic analysis, pilot-
aircraft coupling, modelica

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital human models (DHM) have become an important
part of research and development in engineering, which can
be seen by the amount of software for DHM’s available
on the market. Siemens PLM [6], AnyBody [5] , Ramsis
[4] or OpenSim [7] are examples of software used for
the simulation of the human body in areas like comfort
evaluation, production planning and medicine. Another field
to apply DHM’s lies in the dynamic analysis of human-
machine systems with the focus on the dynamic interaction of
humans with their environment. Every system representing a
dynamic environment to the human body is a potential area
of application for such DHM’s. Examples reach from the
safety analysis of fun rides over the assessment of vehicle
control tasks executed by the human to the simulation of
aircraft-pilot-interaction. The human body mechanics can
thereby significantly influence the whole human machine
interconnection. This interaction, can be shown e.g. for air
vehicles, is in the worst case leading to unstable behavior
of the closed loop between pilot and aircraft, known as

Fig. 1. Visualization of the presented DHM in the use-case scenario with the
DLR Visualization 2 Library [19]. As use-case the aircraft-pilot interaction
during a gust is investigated.

aircraft-pilot coupling [30]. Thus, if a human feedback loop
exists around any system, the impact of the human body
dynamics on the closed loop system behavior is important to
be considered.

It is relevant to be able to address these effects in dynamic
analysis to identify possible unstable operating regions. It
can also be useful to identify situations in dynamic analysis
where the needed forces to execute intended movements
exceed the human’s capabilities.

In literature there are different approaches to simulate the
human behavior in dynamic human-machine interaction. One
is to model the human as a blackbox, using transfer functions
[8], [20], [9]. This approach offers the advantage of low
computational cost, but is only capable to a limited degree
to cover the biomechanics of the pilot. Another approach
are multi-body models. Models using this approach differ
in the simplification of the skeleton and the modeling of
muscles. The most detailed models nowadays are muscu-
loskeletal models as found in [30] or [16] where muscles are
modeled as one dimensional force elements. Musculoskeletal
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models are capable of determining single muscle forces but
this comes to the expense of high computational cost and
complex control schemes. Less detailed DHMs, where the
different muscle groups are represented indirectly through the
joint torques, offer the advantage of lower computational cost
with no need of a detailed understanding of the underlying
muscle activities [11].

In this paper, a DHM implemented in the modeling
language Modelica is presented. Modelica is especially
suitable for the simulation across different domains, which
makes the DHM versatile. The DHM can therefore easily
be coupled with other physical models such as an airplane
aerodynamics model or a vehicle dynamics model. The scope
of the DHM lies in the simulation of sitting humans during
interaction with their environment via the limbs and not on
standing or walking processes. Currently no similar models
for Modelica are available. The here presented DHM can
be assigned to the last type of models mentioned above,
where muscles are modeled indirectly. The model consists
of a simplified, fully parametric skeleton multi-body model,
an inverse kinematics (IK) algorithm as well as a proposed
controller for the upper and lower limbs inspired by human
motor control. The capability of this simulation approach to
describe the dynamic interaction of the human body in an
aircraft-pilot coupling situation is demonstrated in a use-case
simulation. Fig. 1 shows the visualized use-case scenario in
which the dynamic behavior of the pilot during a gust on the
aircraft is investigated.

II. HUMANBODY LIBRARY FOR MODELICA

This section details the modeling approach of the pre-
sented DHM. It starts with the description of the multi-body
skeleton model in paragraph II-A. After that in paragraph
II-B the IK-algorithm, calculating the reference joint angles
of the limbs, is explained. Paragraph II-C describes the
human-like control scheme used to control each limbs joints
to follow the joint angles calculated by the IK-algorithm.

Position vectors r ∈ R3 and orientations matrices T ∈
R3×3 in the following are noted in the world coordinate
system FW unless stated otherwise.

A. Multi-Body Skeleton Model
The skeleton model of the DHM is a simplified multi-

body model of the human skeleton. Fig. 2 shows the com-
ponents comprising the skeleton model. The human skeleton
is simplified to 14 joints, illustrated by circles, with a total
number of 33 degrees of freedom (DOF). Joints with more
than one DOF are modeled as a combination of swivel joints.
The simplification of the human skeleton is inspired by the
skeleton model in [27] which covers all important joints of
the human body. But in contrast to [27] the movement of the
shoulders is neglected in this model to keep the number of
joint angles to be parameterized manually low.

The segments between the joints are treated as rigid bodies
with masses m and inertia Tensors I . The origins of the rigid
bodies are marked with the gray diamonds. The distribution
of the body weight among the rigid bodies matches the
weight distribution of an average human [2]. Different weight
distributions can be defined if desired.

The lengths of the segments between the joints are para-
metric. There are six predefined parameter sets for the

proportions of the skeleton model. The parameter sets, three
each for women and men with the 5th, 50th and 95th

percentile of body height, are based on the DIN 33402-2
norm [3].

Fig. 2 also shows that the upper and lower limbs are
modeled kinematically equal with seven DOF each. The
joints of the limbs are actuated to reach a given time-varying
position riref and orientation T i

ref for each hand and foot.
The combination of position and orientation is further called
a pose. The superscript i ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] denotes the limb
for which the pose is defined. The reference joint angles
qiref ∈ R7 to define all seven DOF of a limb and to reach the
pose given, are calculated by the IK-algorithm from section
II-B. The joints of the limbs can be either

• controlled by the controller in section II-C, actuating
the joints in a way, that the desired joint angles qiref
are reached dynamically against potential interference.

• set to the calculated time-varying joint angles qiref from
the IK in section II-B to result in a desired pose. This
can e.g. be used to create a purely kinematic simulation
for visualization purposes.

• defined directly as fixed joint angles, if no use of the IK
for the concerning limb is required during simulation.

Only the first way is suitable to simulate a dynamic inter-
action. With the joint torques, coming from the controller,
the underlying muscle groups generating these torques are
modeled indirectly.

The two joints concerning the torso are parameterized
manually by user defined joint angles qtorso ∈ R5. The
skeleton model has up to five physical connections to its
environment. One at each hand and foot as well as one at
the buttocks (see Fig. 2). The connection at the buttocks
is mandatory whereas the other connections are optional.
Through cut torques mi ∈ R3 and forces f i ∈ R3, acting
on these connections, interaction with the environment is

Fig. 2. Simplified multi-body skeleton model of the DHM. It consists of
twelve joints at the limbs, controlled automatically via the controller from
section II-C, and two manually parameterized joints at the torso. Rigid
bodies with a representative mass distribution connect the joints.
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possible. At the hands the connections can be e.g. to controls
like a flight stick as shown in the use-case from section III.
At the buttocks the connection is usually to the seat.

B. Inverse Kinematics (IK) Algorithm

To control each limb the controller requires the reference
angles qiref . They are calculated by the IK algorithm. The
position riref and orientation T i

ref define the six DOF of
each limb’s hand or foot, further called end-effector. For the
seven joint angles of each limb there is in general an infinite
number of solutions to reach riref and T i

ref if they are in
range of the limb.

The IK algorithm calculates qiref for each limb in a way
that the superfluous DOF is used to obtain a realistic limb
posture with consideration of the joint limits. It is an iterative
algorithm based on the damped least squares IK algorithm
in [10] and [25]. The least squares problem, solved in each
iteration step k, to obtain unique joint angles under the
constraint of complying with the joint limits qimin ∈ R7

and qimax ∈ R7 is

min
1

2
||R ·∆qkt − s||2 (1)

under the constraints:

qimin[j] ≤ qiref [j](t−∆t) + ∆qkt [j] (2a)

qimax[j] ≥ qiref [j](t−∆t) + ∆qkt [j] (2b)

with

R =


Jpos · w1

Jor · w2

I · λ
P · w3

 (3a)

s =


(epos + Jpos ·∆qk−1

t ) · w1

(eor + Jor ·∆qk−1
t ) · w2

λ ·∆qk−1
t

P · qguess · w3

 . (3b)

t is the simulation time and ∆t is the length of one time
step. The notation [j] denotes the jth element of a vector.
The iteration starts with the joint angles qiref (t−∆t) of the
last time step. In the iteration process the necessary change
of the joint angles ∆qkt is calculated iteratively by solving
(1) until riref and T i

ref are reached within a specified error
range. Equations (3) show the calculation of the matrix R
and the vector s. The first two rows of R and s specify the
optimization criteria of reaching the position and orientation.
epos ∈ R3 and eor ∈ R4 are the position and orientation
error with

epos = riref − ri (4)

eor = Q(T i
ref )−Q(T i). (5)

Q(T ) are the corresponding quaternions to T i
ref and T i.

Jpos ∈ R3×7 and Jor ∈ R4×7 are the jacobians of the
position and orientation. Information how these quantities are
derived can be found in [10]. With w1 and w2 the weightings
of the two criteria can be adjusted. The third row of R and
s forms a damping term with the damping coefficient λ to
prevent oscillations near singular configurations like a fully
stretched arm. Here I ∈ R7×7 is the identity matrix. The

last row ensures that a comfortable realistic pose is created.
The matrix P performs a projection onto the nullspace of
Jpos and Jor (see [10]). A movement of the joints in this
nullspace has no effect on the position and orientation of the
end-effector. Thus, such a movement is suitable to pursue
the secondary target of reaching a comfortable realistic pose.
The vector qguess ∈ R7 points in joint angle space in the
direction of a natural looking guess posture, which does not
necessarily needs to reach riref and T i

ref exactly. The vector
qguess is projected in the nullspace to create a movement as
close as possible in the direction of qguess without changing
the position and orientation. The calculation of qguess is
different for the upper and lower limbs.

For the upper limbs the sensorimotor transformation model
(STM) from [26] is used for setting the superfluous DOF.
Such experimentally derived models are a robust way to
generate realistic postures and were also used in other works
like [17] or [28]. The STM linearly describes the relation
between the wrist position and the arm pose a human would
take. The difference between the current joint angles and
the angles coming from the STM is used as qguess. For the
lower limbs qguess points in the direction of a predefined
comfortable posture for the ankle joints. As a comfortable
ankle posture a minimal axial rotation of the knee is assumed.

For the upper limbs of the DHM an additional algorithm
ensures the collision avoidance between the torso and the
lower arm as well as the torso and the elbow. For this
purpose, the torso is approximated as a prism. During the
iteration process the joint limits qimin and qimax for i ∈ [1, 2]
are adapted dynamically so that a collision with the approx-
imated torso geometry is not possible without violating the
joint limits.

Fig. 1 shows that natural looking poses are derived with
the proposed approach. Summarized, the introduced IK algo-
rithm calculates the joint angles qiref resulting in riref and
T i

ref being reached within the range of motion of the human.
The superfluous DOF is used to approximate the joint angles
to an natural looking posture calculated with the STM for
the upper limbs, or to the comfortable ankle posture for the
lower limbs. For the upper limbs collision avoidance with
the torso is ensured.

C. Human Inspired Control Scheme for the Limbs

After calculating the reference joint angles qiref as de-
scribed in the previous section, each limb’s joints can be
controlled to execute the desired movement. In order to
produce meaningful results in situations like aircraft-pilot
coupling, mentioned in section I, the behavior of the pro-
posed controller takes the most important aspects of human
motor control into account. In this paper, it is not the scope
of the controller to model exact human behavior. It is merely
used to approximate the human motor control. Fig. 3 shows
the control scheme for the limbs in the context of the whole
DHM.
It is assumed in literature that the central nervous system
(CNS) adapts muscle forces in a predictive manner to com-
pensate for interaction torques arising at one joint due to
the motion of limb segments around another joint [13]. For
this reason a feed forward inverse dynamics model of the
limb is part of the scheme. The inverse dynamics model
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Fig. 3. Proposed control scheme for the limbs in context of the entire DHM. The used control scheme with an inverse dynamics model, an adaptive
PD-controller and simplified consideration of reaction time is inspired by the control behavior of the central nervous system.

has the filtered values of the position riL and orientation
T i

L as inputs. For the lower limbs they describe the position
and orientation of the hip joint, for the upper limbs of the
shoulder. Also the filtered forces f i and torquesmi acting on
the end-effector due to interaction with the environment are
inputs. The last input is qiref . The inverse dynamics model
determines the needed torques τ i

I for the limbs joints to
follow qiref .
The inputs f i∗, mi∗, ri∗L and T i∗

L of the inverse dynamics
model are the PT1-filtered values f i, mi, riL and T i

L. For
T i

L it is made sure that a valid orientation matrix results by
normalizing the corresponding quaternion. The filtering is
done to prevent a immediate reaction of the control scheme
to external influences and to introduce an approximation
of a human reaction time. Without using any reaction time
model the controller would adapt τ i

I instantly to a change
of external influences like vehicle accelerations, resulting in
no joint deflections. An observation of dynamic interaction
with the environment would then be impossible. Assuming
the response of the CNS with a PT1 behavior is a strong
simplification which leaves space for further work. The
input qiref is not filtered, because it describes the intended
movement to which there is no need to react.
The PD-controller in Fig. 3 corrects the torques τ i

I by τ i
PD

with

τ i
PD = Ki · εi +Di · ε̇i (6a)

εi = qiref − qi (6b)

where Ki ∈ R7×7 is the diagonal stiffness matrix and
Di ∈ R7×7 is the diagonal damping matrix. The PD-
controller is used to model the impedance of the arm due
to friction and stiffness of the muscles. The PD-controller
creates a stationary accurate behavior of the whole control
scheme. K and D are optimized for a good controller
guidance behavior of the limbs without consideration of
interaction of the end-effector with the environment.
In interaction with the environment, the behavior of the PD-
controller can thus get unstable. To prevent this, a human-
like adaption of stiffness and damping of the joints like
proposed in [29] is used and described below. It models

the adaption of muscle tension by the human in unstable
interaction situations. The tracking error εitrack ∈ R7 is
defined by

εitrack = εi + κ · ε̇i (7a)

The constant κ sets the proportion for εitrack between the
position error εi ∈ R7 and velocity error ε̇i ∈ R7. The
torques τ i

aPD coming from the adaptive PD-controller are
calculated with

τ i
aPD = Ki

a · εi +Di
a · ε̇i. (8)

Ki
a ∈ R7×7 is the adaptive stiffness matrix and Di

a ∈
R7×7 is the adaptive damping matrix. Their derivatives are
calculated with

K̇
i

a = Qi
P · (εitrack · εi

T

− γi ·Ki
a) (9)

Ḋ
i

a = Qi
D · (εitrack · ε̇i

T

− γi ·Di
a) (10)

γi =
a

1 + b · ||εitrack||
. (11)

The start entries of Ki
a and Di

a are set to zero at the
beginning of the simulation. The entries ofKi

a andDi
a adapt

over time depending on εitrack, εi
T

respectively ε̇i
T

and the
forgetting rate γi in order to prevent unstable behavior. With
the weighting matrices Qi

P ∈ R7×7 and Qi
D ∈ R7×7 the

learning or forgetting for each joint can be scaled. For the
DHM Qi

P and Qi
D are diagonal matrices. The entries of the

matrices are selected in the same proportion to each other
as the constants of the PD-controller. This results e.g. in a
higher scaling of the learning for a shoulder joint than for a
wrist joint.

Equation (11) describes the forgetting rate γi. It depends
on the current tracking error εtrack as well as on the two
constants a and b. The higher γi the faster the learned
stiffness and damping decomposes, which can be seen in
(9) and (10).

The joint torques τ i = τ i
I + τ i

PD + τ i
aPD are limited to

maximum values so that τ i ∈ [τ i
min; τ i

max] holds true. The
limits for τ i are based on literature values for average men
and women [14], [12], [22], [18], [15], [21].
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With the inverse dynamics model, the PD-controller and
the adaptive PD-controller the introduced controller for the
DHM ensures a stable control of the limbs inspired by human
motor control.

III. PILOT-AIRCRAFT COUPLING ANALYSIS DURING
GUST AS USE CASE FOR THE HUMAN MODEL

As use-case to demonstrate the capabilities of the human
model a pilot in the loop simulation for a sports aircraft
encountering a gust is performed. The dynamic behavior of
the aircraft is analyzed afterwards with respect to aircraft-
pilot coupling.

A. Aircraft Model

The “Airplane A” [24, Chapter 11], which is similar to
a Cessna 172 [1], is used. The aircraft is modeled as a 6-
DOF point mass of mass m and with an inertia matrix I
on a flat earth. Let Or ∈ R3 denote the aircraft’s position
in the north-east-down coordinate system FO. Furthermore,
let OΘ =

[
φ θ ψ

]
∈ R3 denote the Euler angles to

rotate the north-east-down system into the body system FB ,
which is fixed to the aircraft’s reference point and pointing
towards the nose, starboard, and downwards. Additionally,
Bv ∈ R3 is the flight velocity in FB and Bω ∈ R3 are the
angular rates in FB . The motion of the point mass in space
is influenced solely by the acting forces f and moments m
and is described by the Euler-Newton equations of motion

m
(
Bv̇ + Bω × Bv

)
= Bfaero + Bfprop + Bfg (12)

IBω̇ + Bω × IBω = Bmaero + Bmprop (13)

where the indices aero denotes aerodynamic forces and mo-
ments, prop propulsion-induced effects, and fg the gravita-
tional force. Propulsion forces Bfprop and moments Bmprop

are assumed to act in forward direction only. Furthermore,
the torque τprop is assumed to depend on the thrust Tprop ∈
[0 N; 2700 N] linearly through the coefficient Cq = 0.1 m,
i.e., τprop = Cq Tprop. The aerodynamic forces Bfaero and
moments Bmaero are calculated by using the coefficients
from [24, Table 11.1].

As for the DHM, the Modelica language is used to im-
plement the aircraft model. Figure 4 shows the implemented
aircraft model.

B. Coupled Aircraft-Pilot Model

The simulation model for the use-case consists of the
aircraft model from section III-A, the proposed DHM used
as pilot, a simplified model of the flight stick and the cable

aerodynamics

body m
b

a

propeller

kinematics

u[]

bodyRef

bodyCoG

hinge[] aerodynamicCenter
a b

propellerPosition
a b

Fig. 4. Modelica block diagram of the implemented aircraft.

pulls of the aircraft as well as a PID-controller together with
the stick and cable pulls kinematics.

Fig. 5 illustrates the interaction of the submodels men-
tioned above. The dashed box shows the coupling of the
human body with the aircraft. The pose (r1, T 1) of the right
hand holding the stick is controlled to the reference pose
(r1

ref , T 1
ref ) by the pilot model (see Fig. 3). The forces f1

and torquesm1 acting between the hand and the stick as well
as the aircraft accelerations Bv̇ and Bω̇ act as disturbances
on the DHM. The buttocks of the DHM are connected rigidly
to the aircraft. The left hand and the feet are not connected
to the aircraft.

The pose of the right hand is transformed to the flaps
angles ϕail and ϕele due to the transmission of the stick and
the cable pulls. The stick has two rotational DOF. The first
one is the angle to the side ϕ∗

ail to move the ailerons. The
second is the angle to the front ϕ∗

ele to move the elevator.
The cable pulls are modeled simplified as a fixed gearing
ratio nG between the sticks and flaps angles. The friction
and flexibility in the cable pulls is neglected for this use-
case. The relations between the flaps and the sticks quantities
marked with ∗ are described by

ϕ∗
ail = ϕail · nG (14a)

ϕ∗
ele = ϕele · nG (14b)
τail = τ∗ail · nG (14c)
τele = τ∗ele · nG (14d)

The torques τail and τele acting on the flaps are calculated
by the aircraft aerodynamics. These lead to f1 andm1 acting
on the hand due to the sticks lever arm.

The roll angle φ of the aircraft-pilot system is controlled
with a PID controller calculating ϕail,ref (see Fig. 5). It
represents simplified the cognitive level of the pilot adjusting
the reference angle ϕail,ref he wants to set by means of
the stick. The used PID controller is slow compared to the
controller of the limbs from section II-C ensuring that the
two controllers do not interfere with each other. With the
sticks and cable pulls kinematics the required hand pose
(r1

ref , T 1
ref ) results from ϕail,ref . For the pitch angle θ

no controller is required because the aircraft model shows a
stable behavior around the pitch axis. Therefore the elevator
reference angle is fixed to ϕele,ref = 0.

The chosen cockpit layout defining the positions of stick,
seat and the feet is based on the civil cockpit layout for center
stick controlled airplanes from [23]. The resulting posture of
the DHM can be seen in Fig. 1. For the pilot a body weight of
80 kg and the proportions of a 50th percentile male according
to [3] are chosen.

During the simulation of a straight flight in 1500 m altitude
a 1-cosine gust is acting on the aircraft. The gust velocity is
described by

vgust =


0 m/s for t < t0

0 m/s for t0 + ∆t < t

A · (1− cos(2π · t−t0
∆t )) else

.

(15)

With t0 = 0.5 s, ∆t = 0.5 s and A = 28 m/s. The direction
of the gust is described by the vector rgust = [0, 1, 1]. It is
a strong and short gust resulting in high hinge moments τail
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the pilot in the loop. The DHM actuates the flight stick in order to adjust the flaps to the reference angels ϕail,ref and ϕele,ref .
The slow PID-controller represents the cognitive level of the pilots behavior by adjusting the reference angle ϕail,ref to reach φref by means of the
DHM. For the pitch angle θ no controller is required because the pilot aircraft model shows a stable behavior around the pitch axis. The reference angle
for the elevator is ϕele,ref = 0.

and τele and aircraft accelerations Bv̇ and Bω̇. It allows a
better observation of the dynamical effects predicted by the
human model than on a longer mild gust.

The dynamic behavior of the described aircraft-pilot sys-
tem during the influence of the gust is simulated for two
different time constants Tr = 0.1 s and Tr = 0.2 s of the
PT1-filter from Fig. 3 to compare the effect of different
reaction times on the simulation results. For these two
conditions the pilot has the full strength (FS) of a average
male with respect to the joints torque limits. A third condition
with a reduced strength (RS) of the pilot by 20% is simulated
where one joint of the arm reaches its maximum torque.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section outlines the simulation results of the three
considered conditions. It turns out that the dynamical be-
havior of the pilot influences the aircraft behavior in the
simulation. It further can be seen that the DHM shows a
plausible conduct during the interaction with the aircraft
model.

Attention is drawn to the fact that the considered aircraft
model is a simplified model. This is especially the case for
the flight stick with the cable pulls. It is not claimed that
the model is an adequate representation of a real aircraft’s
behavior. Also the proposed control scheme for the limbs,
in particular the modeling of the reaction time, is a strong
simplification of the reality. Nevertheless, the use-case is
suitable to investigate the capabilities of the DHM to simulate
the key aspects of human body dynamics in a highly dynamic
environment.

Fig. 6 shows the sidewards deflection of the stick ϕ∗
ail

during the simulated flight in the first plot. In the second
plot the forward/ backward deflection ϕ∗

ele is shown. Both
plots have a characteristic course over time for all three
conditions. During the gust the biggest deflections away from
the reference stick angles occur. It can be explained by a
combination of torques acting on the stick and accelerations
of the aircraft both resulting from the aircrafts aerodynamics.
With the gust velocity decreasing from t = 0.75 s the hinge
moments and aircraft accelerations are decreasing, too. Due
to the consideration of reaction time in the control scheme
the arm’s joint torques τ i decrease with a phase shift. This
leads to the observed overshoot for both stick angles between
t = 1 s and t = 1.5 s. For the first condition additionally

Fig. 6. Angles of the flight stick during the influence of the gust for the
three simulated conditions. The dotted line additionally shows the reference
Angle ϕ∗

ail,ref for the first condition. The gust is starting at t = 0.5s with
a duration of t = 0.5s.

the stick’s reference angle ϕ∗
ail,ref is plotted. The figure

shows nicely that the influence of the simulated human body
dynamics on the aircraft-pilot system is significant between
t ≈ 0.5 s and t ≈ 2 s. In this time slot the hand is not able to
follow the reference stick angles precisely due to the dynamic
influences of the aircraft. It is also visible that the phase shift
between the peaks of ϕ∗

ail,ref and ϕ∗
ail increases over time. A

longer lasting turbulence thus could lead to unstable behavior
of the simulated aircraft-pilot system. After t ≈ 2 s the stick
follows ϕail,ref in a small tolerance again.

The observed differences between the three conditions in
Fig. 6 show that the parameterisation of Tr has a significant
impact on the stick’s angles and thus also on the aircraft-
pilot system. With a higher reaction time the deflection of
the stick during the gust is also higher. It is pointed out that
no PT1-filtering before the inverse dynamics model would
mean Tr = 0 s. This would result in no stick deflection off
the reference angles due to a immediate adaption of the joint
torques. Therefore, the role of considering the reaction time
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is essential for representing dynamic human behavior. And
also the validity of the used reaction time model has great
significance on the validity of the whole DHM due to it’s
effects on the simulation results (see Fig. 6). Implementing a
more realistic model of human reaction in motor control thus
is a important step to get reliable results with the DHM. For
the comparison of the first (blue line) and the third condition
(yellow line) it can bee seen that both lines are equal until
t ≈ 0.7 s. This is the time where one shoulder joint reaches
its maximum torque.

Fig. 7 shows the utilization rate of the third DOF of the
shoulder joint. It is the most charged joint of the arm mainly
contributing to the sidewards stick movement. For the third
condition a utilization rate of 100% is reached due to reduced
maximum joint torques by 20%. At the maximum utilization
rate this joint’s torques can’t be increased by the controller
any more. In consequence, the stick deflection increases from
t ≈ 0.7 s in Fig. 6 in comparison to the first condition.

Fig. 8 shows the two most important variables, namely
torque and joint deflections, for all seven swivel joints of
the right arm for the RS condition. The first plot shows the
deflections off the reference joint angles qerr = q1

ref − q1.
During the gust every joint is deflected due to the forces
acting on the hand and the accelerations acting on the aircraft.
The third swivel joint has the biggest deflection resulting
from reaching the maximum torque for this joint. In the
second plot the joint torques are shown. Due to the adaption
of the joint torques by the controller, mainly visible between
t ≈ 0, 5 s and t ≈ 1, 5 s, the deflections go back to nearly
zero again after the gust. For the third joint it can be seen
that the maximum torque is reached between t ≈ 0, 7 s and
t ≈ 0, 9 s.

Fig. 9 shows the roll angle φ and yaw angle ψ during and
after the gust. The pitch angle θ is not shown because nearly
no differences for the three simulated conditions occurred.
This may be due to the stable behavior of the aircraft model
around the pitch axis mentioned above. In Fig. 9 the impact
of the stick deflections on the aircraft becomes visible.
Both angles only move within a tight range. Nevertheless,
a different aircraft behavior can be observed for the three
conditions due to the human factor.

For better understanding of Fig. 9 it has to be mentioned
that φ 6= 0 results in a yaw rate ψ̇ 6= 0 due to the aircrafts

Fig. 7. Utilization rate of the third shoulder DOF which describes the
rotation around the upper arms axis. In the third condition the maximum
joint torques are decreased by 20%. In consequence this joint reaches 100%
of its maximum torque during the gust.

Fig. 8. Deflections of the right arms swivel joints off the reference joint
angles qi

ref (first plot). During the gust every swivel joint is deflected. The
biggest deflection occurs for the third swivel joint, that reaches its torque
limit. In order to compensate for the deflections the controller adapts the
joint torques shown in the second plot.

Fig. 9. Roll angle φ and yaw angle ψ of the aircraft during the simulation.
The influence of the human body on the aircraft-pilot dynamics becomes
clear by the different resulting courses for the three conditions.

aerodynamics. The yaw angle is also highly influenced by
the side wards proportion of the gust generating a force on
the rudder and thus causing the aircraft to accelerate around
the vertical axis.

The first peak of φ and the decrease of ψ look similar
between t = 0.5 s and t ≈ 0.8 s for all three conditions.
In this time slot the movement of the aircraft is dominated
by the accelerations caused by the gust. For t ≥ 0.8 s
the three lines start to diverge. Here the effects of the
differently deflected stick for each condition due to the
human factor start to matter. The following oscillations of φ
are a consequence of the stick oscillations from Fig. 6. The
above mentioned correlation of φ and ψ is responsible for
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the diverging courses of ψ. It is interesting to note that in this
particular example the last two conditions lead to a smaller
peak of ψ. That suggests that the unintended stick deflections
have a damping effect around the down axis on the simplified
aircraft model during the gust. It is also worth mentioning
that the roll angle φ goes back to nearly zero very fast for the
third condition compared to the first two conditions. Easing
the grip at the stick during the gust combined with the lower
reaction time has thus the most stabilizing effect on the roll
movement of the three considered conditions because of the
inherent stable behavior of the aircraft dynamics.

Summarized it can be said that an impact of the human
body dynamics on the pilot aircraft system is shown by the
results of the use-case simulation. Furthermore the general
behavior of the DHM as well as the differences in the
dynamic behavior of the aircraft-pilot system that occurred
for different parameterisations of the DHM are plausible.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study a DHM for the purpose of dynamic analysis
is presented. It is the first model of this kind implemented in
the modeling language Modelica. The implementation in
Modelica allows a use of the DHM across domains. The
model consists of three main parts. The multi-body skeleton
model, an IK-algorithm for the limbs and the control scheme
inspired by human motor control.

The use-case simulation considered in this paper shows
a significant impact of the human body dynamics on the
aircraft-pilot system under the influence of a 1-cosine gust.
It is also shown that a different parameterisation of the DHM
concerning the pilots reaction time and strength is leading
to a plausible different behavior of the aircraft-pilot system.
This suggests that the used approach to model the human
body is capable of taking the substantial dynamic effects of
the human body in dynamic human-machine interactions into
account.

For a meaningful use of the model further work is required.
One is the improvement of the proposed controller for the
limbs and a comparison of its behavior with real human
conduct in motor control. Especially the replacement of the
PT1-filter of the controller with a more sophisticated model
of human reaction to external influences is an important step.
Testing the model in a more realistic use-case e.g. without
neglecting the influences of friction and flexibility in the
cable pulls would make it possible to compare the results to
known aircraft-pilot behavior. Last a validation of the DHM’s
predictions is important to evaluate significance and limits of
the model.
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